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SALVAGE OF PRINTING PLATES AND BLOCKS.

Recent developments in the war situation have rendered imperative an

immediate and sustained effort to increase the salvage of zinc and copper

printing plates, electros and stereos. Numerous appeals through the

medium of the trade press and otherwise have previously been made to the

Printing and Allied Trades and their customers, and met with a gratifying

response, but the needs of war production and the requirements of our

Russian Allies demand that the effort be doubled and redoubled. The

materials for these plates come from overseas in ships whose cargo space

must be conserved to the utmost. The Printing and Allied Trades and their

customers can directly assist in this, and in providing for their own

requirements, by combing out all plates that can be spared. Many Printers,

Publishers, Stationers, Advertising Agents and Departmental Stores, etc.,
have for years saved blocks and electros "in case they are wanted some

day" ; they are wanted now: after the war they may be obsolete.

The nation’s needs for war production are enormous and they are urgent!
The needs of the printing industry and users have so far been met largely
out of stocks, but it cannot be too strongly emphasised that the ability
of engravers and stereotypers to supply plates this year depends mainly on

the amount of blocks, stereos and electros returned as salvage. In this

every owner (and supplier) of plates can help.

Two methods of disposal are available:-

( a ) By direct sale to any authorised metal merchant. In this case a

certificate must be obtained from the merchant of the weight of

each cl ss of plate collected, i.e. zinc, copper, electros and stereos.

This certificate should then be forwarded to the Metal Rationing

Committee, 270 Bank Chambers, 325 High Holbom, W.C.1 to support

applications by the Trade for supplementary rations of such metal.

(b) By owners binding over (either direct or through their printers, etc.)
their blocks to the Metal Rationing Committee, who have facilities for

collecting and are operating a salvage scheme under the supervision
of the Ministry’s Non-Ferrous Metals Control. The blocks may be sent

to the Committee’s Depot at 1 & 2 Slingsby Place, (near Mercer Street),
Long Acre, W.C.2 ., or the Committee will arrange collection on request,

stating approximate quantities. The proceeds of the materials thus

handed over, less expenses, will be divided by that Committee between

the British Red Cross, Mrs. Churchill’s Aid for Russia Fund and the

Benevolent Funds of the co-operating Trade Associations.

In either case unmounted blocks will obviously command a far higher

price, but where no facilities exist for unmounting, the blocks will still

be acceptable.

The Ministry of Supply confidently rely on the active and willing

co-operation of all. The blocks should, if at all possible, be released

during February and March.
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